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Mr. Sinusas skins up to the top of Mohawk Mountain, then skis down.  Please put an P 
on the trail map where he would have the MOST potential energy.  Please put a K where 
he would have the most kinetic energy. 
 
Where did Mr. Sinusas get the energy to get to the top of the mountain?   

 Chemical energy from his food is converted to mechanical energy to move, and 

potential energy at the top of the hill        

How else could Mr. Sinusas get energy to get to the top of the mountain?    

 The chairlift could give him potential energy       

When Mr. Sinusas is finished, would there be more or less snow on the mountain? Why? 

 Less, some of the snow is melted because there is some energy that is converted 

to thermal energy that can melt some snow       

              

Light bulbs convert electrical energy into radiant energy.  Would an energy efficient light 

bulb create more or less heat?  Explain.         

 Less heat, it’s efficient, because it is convert a higher percentage of the electrical 

energy into radiant energy          

              



Look outside at the sun.  Lift your hand and scratch your head. 

Explain how the energy is transferred from the sun to your hand. 

 Radiant energy from the sun to chemical  energy in plants after photosynthesis, 

when you eat the food, your mitochondria converts the glucose into ATP (another form of 

chemical energy) your muscles use the chemical energy to move your arm (mechanical 

energy)            

              

 

Identify each as kinetic or potential energy. 

Thermal energy:   K   Sound energy:   K   

Chemical energy:   P   Gravitational energy:  P   

Mechanical energy:   K & P   Nuclear energy:   P   

Electrical energy:   K   Radiant energy:   K   

 

Give an example of each, and where it could get that energy. 

Thermal energy:  an oven from electrical energy (outlet)     

              

Sound energy:  tuning fork from mechanical energy of hitting it against the table 

              

Chemical energy:   glucose from radiant energy (the sun)    

              

Gravitational energy:  yourself at the top of a water slide from your mechanical 

kinetic energy when you climb the stairs         

Mechanical energy:   mechanical potential energy when I pull back on the slingshot 

by using mechanical kinetic energy         

Nuclear energy:  the sun leftover energy from the big bang    

              

Electrical energy:  an electrical outlet from a mechanical energy (a hyrdoelectric power 

plant)              

Radiant energy:  light from my phone comes from chemical energy in the battery 

              

 


